New Releases on Wheelers e-Platform
Dear Parents and Carers,
listed below are some of the fantastic new books that have been added to the
Wheelers e-book collection. Children will need their user name and password to log in
and download titles.
The Wizard in the Wood by Louie Stowell illustrated by
Davide Ortu
Kit, Josh and Alita are excited to discover that they are
getting a brand new library, which means getting their own
wizard librarian… and dragon! However, when something
VERY BAD happens at the new library, it is up to Kit and her
friends to save the world.

Isadora Moon by Harriet Muncaster
Look out for other books in the Isadora Moon series.
In this story, Isadora goes on a school trip to a spooky old
castle, where she discovers a surprising new friend
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The Broken Leg of Doom by Pamela Butchart illustrated by
Thomas Flintham
When a session of extreme dancing leaves Maisie in hospital
with a broken leg, things take a turn for the weird! Strange
noises in the ward at night, missing cuddly toys and a
sandwich trolley that only ever has TUNA sandwiches. Could
Maisie’s leg be cursed? If it is and it DEFINITELY IS, then
everything is DOOMED!
Look out for other titles by Pamela Butchart, Aliens got my
Teacher, The Spy who loved School Dinners, To Wee or not
to Wee!

Anna Gain and the Same Sixty Seconds by Guy Bass
Anna Gain is never late for the bus. When a series of bizarre
events has her re-living the same sixty seconds again … and
again… and again will she ever make it on time?
A laugh aloud read by brilliant author Guy Bass.

The Day I Got Zapped with Super Powers by Tony
Mclaughlin
A nine year old comic book enthusiast is about to get a mega
dose of super-human power in this action-packed adventure.
When a dastardly villain’s attempt to steal a laser machine
goes spectacularly wrong, nine-year-old Zak is zapped with
super powers. This would be awesome, other than Zack is a
teeny tiny bit afraid of EVERYTHING!
Now Zak must fashion a costume, save the day and work out
how to reverse the lasers’ effect before he gets stuck with
super powers forever.
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The House at the Edge of Magic by Amy Sparkes
Sometimes you are a whisper away from magic without even
realizing it.
Nine is an orphan pickpocket determined to escape her life in
the Nest of a Thousand Treasures.
When she steals a house shaped ornament from a
mysterious woman’s purse, she knocks on its tiny door and
watches it grow into a huge, higgledy-piggeldy house. Inside
she finds a host of magical and brilliantly funny characters.
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